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Sample Detective Case File
Solve It With Saxby, a new series aimed at unraveling
the mystery of getting boys excited about reading. Saxby
Smart is no ordinary ten-year-old. He's the best detective
in the world, or at least the best one who also happens to
be in elementary school. In this brand new series--with
three cases in each book--the reader solves the mystery
alongside Saxby, getting peeks at pages of his casebook
as the crimes unfold, and searching for clues rather than
letting the main character do all the work and have all the
fun.
Military criminal investigations are official inquiries into
crimes involving the military community. A criminal
investigation is the process of searching, collecting,
preparing, identifying, and presenting evidence to prove
the truth or falsity of an issue of law. Part One provides
information that is critical in understanding the role and
responsibilities of the Army law enforcement investigator.
Chapter 1 establishes the foundation for understanding
the objectives of criminal investigations and describes
the investigator's responsibility to victims and witnesses.
Chapter 2 provides an understanding of trial preparation
and describes proper courtroom testimony. Chapters 3
and 4 describe the many challenges associated with
obtaining information from victims and witnesses and
interrogating suspects. These chapters offer the reader
the most current techniques and procedures for
conducting interviews and interrogations (I&I).
Help middle schoolers engage in the classroom before
it's too late! The authors' four principles of brain-based
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learning show you how to create strong, positive learning
patterns.
Your career as a top-notch paralegal starts here The
demand for paralegal professionals is exploding, and
Paralegal Career For Dummies, 2nd Edition explains the
skills and requirements needed to pursue this rewarding
career. Inside, you’ll discover the ins and outs of
paralegal skills, from preparing documents and
performing legal research to obtaining certification, job
hunting, and understanding legal concepts. Use this
hands-on guide to help in your career considerations,
bolster your paralegal training, or as an everyday on-thejob reference. Paralegal Career For Dummies will be
your trusty assistant through all phases of your life as a
paralegal, taking you forward with tips on networking and
joining professional organizations that will enhance your
career. Discover the job skills required for success as a
paralegal Learn important legal concepts you’ll need on
the job Access forms, templates, and examples on the
companion website Develop strategies to manage time
and advance your career Complete with a companion
website containing a wealth of valuable information, this
book covers everything you need to become a top-notch
paralegal.
Nearly 185,000 homicides since 1980 remain unsolved,
yet with limited staff and resources, it is no surprise that
law enforcement units place the bulk of their efforts on
current cases where victims’ family members and the
media demand answers. Cold Cases: An Evaluation
Model with Follow-up Strategies for Investigators
provides a comprehensive roadmap for digging those
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cold cases out of the file room and getting them
resolved. Practical and concise, the book is an
invaluable tool for police officers and detectives
attempting to solve crimes that would otherwise be
forgotten. Evaluating the Case Divided into three
sections, the book begins with a historical perspective on
how cases get to the point where it appears all
investigative leads have been exhausted. It includes a
chapter on understanding the process of homicide and
those who kill — critical information for the homicide
investigator. Next, the authors explain the evaluation
model. They demonstrate the key elements of
organization, thoroughness, and the value of the
scientific method. This section validates theories of the
crime, raises evidentiary issues and concerns,
addresses the informational and behavioral aspects
relative to the crime and the participants in the crime,
and documents investigative strategies for future efforts
on the case. Investigating and Solving the Crime The
third section discusses the investigation that follows the
evaluation. The book considers questions investigators
must ask, including what should be looked at beyond the
case file itself, and how the growth in technology since
the date of the incident might provide new opportunities
to uncover clues. This section also explores the choice of
interview/interrogation techniques based on the
behavioral aspects involved. Finally, the authors suggest
how investigators can maximize their efforts and obtain
not just an arrest, but a conviction. Useful appendices
include sample standard operating procedures from
three different agencies to use as a guide for setting up a
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cold case unit and a list of additional resources a
department may look to for assistance. By following the
cold cases evaluation model in this volume, those
charged with resolving long-forgotten crimes can
increase their chance of an accurate resolution, or at
least be able to say that everything that can be done has
been done.
Making Justice Our Business is the story of Darryl Hunt,
and of those drawn to him who refused to give up on
him, each other, and justice. Boyd tells the story of how
one summer morning in 1985, an attractive, white
newspaper editor named Deborah Sykes was raped,
brutally stabbed, and murdered in a Southern town. A
911 caller gave a false name--Sammy Mitchell--and the
investigation quickly focused on him and his friend,
Darryl Hunt, a black nineteen-year-old orphan. Facing
public pressure and having a history with Mitchell, a
District Attorney won a conviction before an all-white
jury, sending Hunt to prison for life. Convinced of his
innocence, a handful of people led a community effort to
free him that turned into a nineteen-year struggle with a
few exhilarating highs, but more discouraging,
depressing defeats against an intractable justice system.
Their dogged determination led to an improbable series
of events in 2003 that broke the case open. This is the
story of an extraordinary man told by a white, uneasy
participant who came late to the struggle but was
transformed by the process.
Magic and the Shinigami DetectiveCreatespace
Independent Publishing Platform
Ghost Witness is an action-packed murder mystery.
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Police Chief Wayne Gunner retires from a large police
department and takes the job of police chief in a small
town in Maine. He is looking forward to a retirement job
where he has time to fish, hunt, and camp. Soon after
taking the position, there is a murder in the woods.
Investigation reveals a dirty cop, drugs, money, cocaine
dropped from airplanes, police chases, and more. As
Chief Gunner battles corruption within his department, he
learns of the murder of a little girl in the house that he
rents. Her ghost wakes him up and says, “You have to
find out the truth.” Gunner opens an investigation into
her death. At the end of the book, the reader will have
joined Chief Gunner on a remarkable action-packed
police story with a touch of the supernatural.
Jericho, an agent of God, roams the streets of New York
City keeping order between the agents of Heaven and
Hell.
The Science of Crime Scenes, Second Edition offers a
science-based approach to crime scenes, emphasizing
that understanding is more important than simply
knowing. Without sacrificing technical details, the book
adds significantly to the philosophy and theory of crime
scene science. This new edition addresses the science
behind the scenes and demonstrates the latest methods
and technologies with updated figures and images. It
covers the philosophy of the crime scene, the personnel
involved at a scene (including the media), the detection
of criminal traces and their reconstruction, and special
crime scenes, such as mass disasters and terroristic
events. Written by an international trio of authors with
decades of crime scene experience, this book is the next
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generation of crime scene textbooks. This volume will
serve both as a textbook for forensic programs, and as
an excellent reference for forensic practitioners and
crime scene technicians with science backgrounds.
Includes in-depth coverage of disasters and mass
murder, terror crime scenes and CBRN (Chemical,
biological, radioactive and nuclear) – topics not covered
in any other text Includes an instructor site with lecture
slides, images and links to resources for teaching and
training
The manner in which criminal investigators are trained is
neither uniform nor consistent, ranging from
sophisticated training protocols in some departments to
on-the-job experience alongside senior investigators in
others. Ideal for students taking a first course in the
subject as well as professionals in need of a refresher,
Introduction to Crimin
Significant advances in DNA analysis techniques have
surfaced since the 1997 publication of the bestselling An
Introduction to Forensic DNA Analysis. DNA typing has
become increasingly automated and miniaturized. Also,
with the advent of Short Tandem Repeat (STR)
technology, even the most minute sample of degraded
DNA can yield a profile, providing valuable case
information. However, just as the judicial system slowly
and reluctantly accepted RFLP and AmpliType®
PM+DQA1 typing, it is now scrutinizing the admissibility
of STRs. Acknowledging STR typing as the current
system of choice, An Introduction to Forensic DNA
Analysis, Second Edition translates new and established
concepts into plain English so that laypeople can gain
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insight into how DNA analysis works, from sample
collection to interpretation of results. In response to the
shift toward more efficient techniques, the authors cover
the legal admissibility of STR typing, expand the chapter
on DNA databases, and revise the section on automated
analysis. They also present key decisions and appellate
or supreme court rulings that provide precedent at the
state and federal levels. Discussing forensic DNA issues
from both a scientific and a legal perspective, the authors
of An Introduction to Forensic DNA Analysis, Second
Edition present the material in a manner understandable
by professionals in the legal system, law enforcement,
and forensic science. They cover general principles in a
clear fashion and include a glossary of terms and other
useful appendices for easy reference.
A deeply-reported, riveting account of a cold case
murder in Los Angeles, unsolved until DNA evidence
implicated a shocking suspect – a female detective
within the LAPD’s own ranks. On February 24, 1986,
29-year-old newlywed Sherri Rasmussen was murdered
in the home she shared with her husband, John. The
crime scene suggested a ferocious struggle, and police
initially assumed it was a burglary gone awry. Before her
death, Sherri had confided to her parents that an exgirlfriend of John’s, a Los Angeles police officer, had
threatened her. The Rasmussens urged the LAPD to
investigate the ex-girlfriend, but the original detectives
only pursued burglary suspects, and the case went cold.
DNA analysis did not exist when Sherri was murdered.
Decades later, a swab from a bite mark on Sherri’s arm
revealed her killer was in fact female, not male. A DNA
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match led to the arrest and conviction of veteran LAPD
Detective Stephanie Lazarus, John’s onetime girlfriend.
The Lazarus Files delivers the visceral experience of
being inside a real-life murder mystery. McGough
reconstructs the lives of Sherri, John and Stephanie; the
love triangle that led to Sherri’s murder; and the
homicide investigation that followed. Was Stephanie
protected by her fellow officers? What did the LAPD
know, and when did they know it? Are there other LAPD
cold cases with a police connection that remain
unsolved?
"When the Night Foxes boldly break into the Fourth
Precinct's Evidence Building, it causes quite the stir. The
break-in is daring enough, but their method shreds the
magical wards and protections on the building like
confetti paper. As a Magical Examiner, Henri Davenforth
is of course immediately called in. Quite to his
astonishment, Captain Gregson has him work the case
like a detective. Even more astounding, he assigns Henri
a partner. The Shinigami Detective. The woman is
famous for killing the most destructive rogue witch of the
century. Henri is just baffled. What is he supposed to do
with a partner? Hopefully killing one witch makes Jamie
Edwards enough of an expert on magic to be helpful, as
the thieves aren't content to just break into one building.
They in fact seem to have an agenda, as with each theft,
they take magical objects. It's all mounting to a
dangerously powerful magical construct capable of
toppling the wards on any building. And no one has any
idea what the thieves' true target is."--Back cover.
Sarah Baker has been charged with the first-degree
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murder of her husband, who was a well-known news
anchor. The State alleges that Baker intended to divorce
her husband and cut him out of her will, and that he was
going to sue her for a large portion of the estate. Baker
claims she shot him to protect herself when he advanced
toward her with a kitchen knife threatening to kill her. The
case features the use of expert forensic pathology,
criminalistics, DNA testimony, and the defense of selfdefense.
Crime Scene Investigation offers an innovative approach
to learning about crime scene investigation, taking the
reader from the first response on the crime scene to
documenting crime scene evidence and preparing
evidence for courtroom presentation. It includes topics
not normally covered in other texts, such as forensic
anthropology and pathology, arson and explosives, and
the electronic crime scene. Numerous photographs and
illustrations complement text material, and a chapter-bychapter fictional narrative also provides the reader with a
qualitative dimension of the crime scene experience.
This text offers an innovative approach to learning about
crime scene investigation, taking the reader from the first
response on the crime scene to documenting crime
scene evidence and preparing evidence for courtroom
presentation. It includes topics not normally covered in
other texts, such as forensic anthropology and
pathology, arson and explosives, and the electronic
crime scene. Numerous photographs and illustrations
complement text material. A chapter-by-chapter fictional
narrative also provides the reader with a qualitative
dimension of the crime scene experience. Crime Scene
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Investigation is further enhanced by the contributions of
such recognized forensic scholars as William Bass and
Arthur Bohannon.
The Evil I Have Seen is a collection of true crime short
stories from the memoirs of veteran homicide
investigator, Detective Lt. Robert (Robbo) Davidson. Six
accounts are woven together with his memories, case
files, witness statements and trial transcripts.
In this third volume of the Saxby Smart: Private Detective
series, Saxby solves three more daunting cases: The
Pirate's Blood, The Mystery of Mary Rogers, and The
Lunchbox of Notre Dame. With the help of his Thinking
Chair (located in his headquarters/parents' tool shed),
his sharp mind, and his two best friends, Saxby proves
once again that age makes no difference when it comes
to cracking the case.
Everyone in the neighborhood thought the Reese family
was no good, but it would be twenty-six years before
they really learned how bad they were… In July 2008,
there were a rash of murders in Indianapolis, three of
which occurred during robberies committed by Brian
Reese. It turned out he learned his life of crime at home:
his father, Paul Sr., who served as his lookout man, had
been in and out of prison numerous times, and his
mother, Barbara—who was Brian’s getaway driver the
day of his arrest (right after he shot a police officer)—had
once been convicted of embezzlement. The four Reese
brothers had been in and out of prison with more than
three dozen convictions among them. It was no wonder
parents warned their children to stay away from the
Reeses. But soon they would learn that the family’s
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secrets were darker than they ever imagined…
INCLUDES PHOTOS
An estimated 800,000 children are reported missing
each year in the United States. Only one in 10,000 are
found dead. Yet unsolved child murders are almost a
daily occurrence--of nearly 52,000 juvenile homicides
between 1980 and 2008, more than 20 percent remain
open. Drawing on FBI reports, police and court records,
and interviews with victims' families, this book provides
details and evidence for 18 unsolved cases from 1956 to
1998.
Cold case investigators scrape back paint in a renovated
flat where a murder was committed twelve years earlier,
and find a blood stain that leads them to a killer.
Scientists extract DNA from crime-scene samples
collected in 1973, and a 21st-century hunt for a triple
murderer begins. A forensic dentist probes the
mysterious death of an ancient Egyptian mummy. A longforgotten palm print leads detectives to the real
perpetrator of a murder for which an innocent man has
already served 12 years' jail. In this collection of
fascinating cold cases from Australia, the UK and the
US, award-winning writer Liz Porter shows how modern
forensic science can unlock solutions for crimes and
mysteries unsolved for decades, and, in some cases,
centuries. Praise for Liz Porter: "...each of her stories
reads like good crime fiction... a compulsive read" - The
Sydney Morning Herald "A delightful and entertaining
writer..." - Weekend Australian Winner of Davitt Award
for Best True Crime 2011
These data are available to researchers to verify, refine,
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or refute original findings; to pursue inquiries not
addressed by original investigators; & to combine with
data collected at other sites & times. This directory
describes all NIJ-sponsored data available as of Oct.
1993. Each abstract provides information on the basic
purpose & methodology of the original research, the unit
of observation, the number of records, the number of
variables, & the geographic & temporal coverage of the
research. Information about the file structure &
publications derived from the data is also provided. The
abstracts are organized by principal investigator.
In this gripping – and sometimes terrifying – account,
former South African Police Service (SAPS) head profiler
Dr Gérard Labuschagne, successor to the legendary
Micki Pistorius, recalls some of the 110 murder series
and countless other bizarre crimes he analysed during
his career. An expert on serial murder and rape cases,
Labuschagne saw it all in his fourteen and a half years in
the SAPS. He walks the reader through the first crime
scene he ever attended, his arrest of the Muldersdrift
serial rapist, his experience as the head of the task team
mandated to catch the Quarry serial murderer, his
involvement with the Brighton Beach axe murders, and
more. Despite often being stymied by a lack of
resources, office politics and political interference,
Labuschagne and his team were always determined to
get their man – or woman, as in the Womb Raider case.
The Profiler Diaries is a fascinating – and often hairraising – glimpse into what it was like to be a profiler in
the world’s busiest profiling unit.
DNA has proven to be a powerful tool in the fight against
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crime. DNA evidence can identify suspects, convict the
guilty, and exonerate the innocent. Throughout the
Nation, criminal justice professionals are discovering that
advancements in DNA technology are breathing new life
into old, cold, or unsolved criminal cases. Evidence that
was previously unsuitable for DNA testing because a
biological sample was too small or degraded may now
yield a DNA profile. Development of the Combined DNA
Index System (CODIS) at the State and national levels
enables law enforcement to aid investigations by
effectively and efficiently identifying suspects and linking
serial crimes to each other. The National Commission on
the Future of DNA Evidence made clear, however, that
we must dedicate more resources to empower law
enforcement to use this technology quickly and
effectively. Using DNA to Solve Cold Cases is intended
for use by law enforcement and other criminal justice
professionals who have the responsibility for reviewing
and investigating unsolved cases. This report will provide
basic information to assist agencies in the complex
process of case review with a specific emphasis on using
DNA evidence to solve previously unsolvable crimes.
Although DNA is not the only forensic tool that can be
valuable to unsolved case investigations, advancements
in DNA technology and the success of DNA database
systems have inspired law enforcement agencies
throughout the country to reevaluate cold cases for DNA
evidence. As law enforcement professionals progress
through investigations, however, they should keep in
mind the array of other technology advancements, such
as improved ballistics and fingerprint databases, which
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may substantially advance a case beyond its original
level.
The Process of Investigations is co-authored by
professionals with broad experience in both private and
public sector investigations spanning five decades.
Drawing on their extensive experience, the authors have
updated and revised all chapters, targeting corporate
executives, shoplifters, organized burglary rings,
warehouse thieves, cashiers, workplace drug dealers,
and corrupt public officials. Written for both the student
and professional alike, this book compares and contrasts
public and private sector enforcers, pinpoints the unique
problems facing the investigator in a private agency, and
provides updated case studies that illustrate the theories
and techniques discussed. * Practical, timely, and
incisive information that can be put to use in real
situations * Two new added chapters on Imagery and
Computers * Easily understood style clearly defines the
private sector as an individual investigative arm
Tom Barker examines police homicide and the different
behavior patterns that lead to it, ranging from
misadventure to intent. This book includes a variety of
cases from accidental deaths involving careless,
reckless or negligent law enforcement officers to
murders committed by LEOs engaged in organized crime
or serial sexual homicides.--Gennaro F. Vito, University
of Louisville
The Cold Case Files will leave you shocked that so many
of Ireland’s evil killers have not been caught. But by
outlining the on-going work of Ireland’s cold-case
detectives, this book will also give you hope that these
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killers will never be allowed to rest easy, and that one
day justice will come knocking on their door. Unsolved:
the 1981 fatal shooting of Lorcan O’Byrne, who was
targeted by robbers on the night he was celebrating his
engagement. Unsolved: the murder of Grace
Livingstone, who was found shot dead in her Malahide
home in 1992. Unsolved: the abduction and suspected
murder of Brooke Pickard, who was last seen in Co.
Kerry in 1991. Cummins also charts the re-investigation
into the first case to be solved by the Cold Case Unit: the
killing and secret burial of Brian McGrath in Westmeath
in 1987.
UNTIL PROVEN INNOCENT The prosecutor was no longer
sure both murder defendants were guilty. So he asked his
dad -- the real-life Kojak. A mother's dying, gasping call to
911: "My husband! My baby!" In her secluded ranch house,
she'd been stabbed with a kitchen knife. Her husband, infant
and elderly father-in-law had all been shot in the head, pointblank. For three years, police had two suspects under
surveillance, then arrest. Both faced the death penalty. But
prosecutor Brian Cavanagh began to doubt that the
defendants were partners. So he consulted with his father, a
retired NYPD cop whose reputation for savvy sleuthing had
inspired the creation of one of the most beloved characters in
television history. Now the question was: Could Dad help
solve the case? THE UNSOLVED MURDER OF ADAM
WALSH The famous missing child case of Adam Walsh, a
6-year-old last seen at a Sears in a shopping mall in
Hollywood, Florida, in July 1981 was the worst nightmare
imaginable. Two weeks later, a child's severed head was
found and identified as Adam. No one has ever been arrested
for the crime. For the most part, the case's narration has been
told by the victims, Adam's parents Reve and John Walsh.
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However, there has been another voice, independent
investigative journalist and author of five True Crime books
about Florida, Arthur Jay Harris, who has continued to write
about it for two decades, and has worked on it with ABC
News, The Miami Herald, and others. The deeply-researched
story he tells disputes almost everything that everyone in the
public has been led to believe. IN BOOK ONE, Harris shows
that the taker of Adam was most likely not the drifter Ottis
Toole, as police now say, but rather the serial killer Jeffrey
Dahmer, who was arrested ten years later with eleven
severed heads in his apartment. Harris documented him by a
police report living near Hollywood as a transient about when
Adam disappeared. That report had him supposedly finding a
dead body in an alley behind where he worked. The report
referred to a meter and storage room steps away where
Harris and ABC News found blood droplets rising up a wall
next to a lumberman's axe and a sledgehammer. Was this
Dahmer's doing? Further, Dahmer was identified by seven
police witnesses who said they saw him at the mall with or
near Adam when he was taken. One of those witnesses said
he saw him throw Adam into a blue van and get away. Where
Dahmer worked there was a blue van, easily and often taken
for personal use, without permission. Early on, a blue
getaway van was Hollywood's first, best clue. IN BOOK TWO,
Harris shows that all the official files are incredibly missing the
most customary documents that would prove the ID of the
found child who was said to be Adam. Among the documents
missing are the autopsy report, a forensic dental report
(considering that the ID was strictly based on a tooth
comparison), and Adam's dental chart and dental X-rays. An
investigation by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement
confirmed his finding. In fact, the ID was not only shoddy and
inadequate but is overwhelmingly likely wrong. In Adam's last
photo he was clearly missing both his top front teeth. A police
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crime scene photo, never before published, shows the found
child had a mostly-in buck tooth -- a top left front tooth. Harris
consulted a number of pediatric and forensic dental and
medical examiner experts who confirmed the obvious: there
wasn't enough time for Adam to have grown it in that far. All
that would have been exposed at a court trial -- but more than
30 years after Adam's disappearance, there has never been
one. Did police end the search for Adam too soon? Could
Adam still be alive? In fact not so impossible, Harris found...
More than 175 years of true crimes culled from the city's
police blotter, told through startling, rarely seen images and
insightful text by two NYPD officers and a NYC crime
reporter. From atrocities that occurred before the
establishment of New York's police force in 1845 through the
terrorist attack on the World Trade Center in 2001 to the
present day, this visual history is an insider's look at more
than 80 real-life crimes that shocked the nation, from arson to
gangland murders, robberies, serial killers, bombings, and
kidnappings, including: Architect Stanford White's fatal
shooting at Madison Square Garden over his deflowering of a
teenage chorus girl. The anarchist bombing of Wall Street in
1920, which killed 39 people and injured hundreds more with
flying shrapnel. The 1928 hit at the Park Sheraton Hotel on
mobster Arnold Rothstein, who died refusing to name his
shooter. Kitty Genovese's 1964 senseless stabbing, famously
witnessed by dozen of bystanders who did not intervene. Son
of Sam, a serial killer who eluded police for months while
terrorizing the city, was finally apprehended through a simple
parking ticket. Perfect for crime buffs, urban historians, and
fans of Serial and Making of a Murderer, this riveting
collection details New York's most startling and unsettling
crimes through behind-the-scenes analysis of investigations
and more than 500 revealing photographs.
Fang and Claw: Lieutenant Lacey Anderson of the Dallas
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Police Department heads up a elite new squad dedicated to
solving crimes involving Immortals like herself. Lacey, a
Vampire left for dead when her family was slaughtered by
Werewolves, still has nightmares about the attack. Detective
Colton Scarber is her unwilling partner and second-incommand. He’s a Werewolf, a descendant of those who
killed Lacey’s coven. She’s unaware of this, but she doesn’t
trust him from the start. When the fragile beginning of the
team is threatened by the truth, can they learn to trust one
another as partners must, or will the Undead Unit be doomed
to failure? A mysterious suspect and strange physical
evidence leads them to solve a case spanning decades, and
leaves Lacey with no other choice but to rely on her enemy
when her very life is at stake! Souls of the Reaper: A rogue
Reaper is on the loose in the city of Dallas. Su Xiong is a
sociopath with no care for human life. He steals souls whose
numbers are not yet up in order to become a more powerful
Immortal. While he’s on the prowl to gain power, his soulless
victims roam the streets without morals, without inhibitions,
without any code of conduct or social mores. Crime has risen
tenfold: petty crimes, road rage, prostitution, drinking, and
gambling. But for each soul that he captures and keeps, his
own mental stability begins to degrade, a fact that Xiong is
dangerously blind to. Can Lacey and Colton, along with
Doctors Matthews and Dilorenzo, find him and stop him,
before the insanity inside spoils the souls he holds within?
Blood Lust: On the back cover: Is the man Lacey loves really
a murderer? Lacey is awakened by a chilling phone call. Her
boyfriend, a Vampire, wakes alone in his home, covered in
blood, with no memory of what happened. It looks like he’s
violated the Undead Oath, and fed on a human. While he’s in
custody, more reports come in from all over the city. Other
Vampires, covered in human blood, know nothing about what
they’ve done. Lacey and her team struggle to find the person
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responsible for framing Vampires for murder. Can the Undead
Unit put a stop to the worst hate crime in Dallas’ history, and
can Lacey overcome accusing the man she loves of
homicide?
DNA does not solve criminal cases—people do. Investigators
must document every action, photograph every item of
evidence, and create a complete case file that can be used to
convict the guilty and exonerate the innocent. Each chapter
begins with an overview of the felony investigated in the case
study and highlights a key area of crime scene investigation.
You will then use the case studies to walk through the
investigative process and learn by example to create accurate
case files. Learn crime scene investigation through original
case studies that show you how to process and document a
criminal investigation from first response to sending a report
to the prosecutor’s office. Get up to speed on the state-of-theart investigative techniques employed in the cases. Practice
your investigative and report writing skills in the "Your Turn"
chapter. Develop your critical thinking skills with questions
that explore the nature of the case, the conclusions drawn,
and alternative outcomes. Access video, photos, and forms
on the website.
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